I was unfairly mistreated during Covid Outbreak. I did not contract Covid. During this time, they (DOC) relocated (pos) and (neg) cases to IMU and WSR. Inconclusive test went to IMU also for no reason. After they moved and separated all (pos) and (neg) cases, the rest of us were put on lockdown. 45 min a day out of cell for 2 months. We received no Recreation, hot food, medical pay, kiosk, and medication has been off and on. We also had no heat at times and froze. When most of staff was asked a question "I don't know" or "I don't care" is the answer. Still till this day they are uninforming and misinforming all of us. The temperature in the units are of frustration, anxiety and anger. We feel like misbehaven dogs in a kennel. This treatment is inhumane.
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